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Abstract—IT services realized within cloud environments often
suffer from a lack of transparency. On the one hand this opacity
with respect to operational practices protects business secrets of
a cloud provider. On the other hand, if services from critical
infrastructures run within clouds this opacity becomes a severe
problem, e.g., for a later root cause analysis in case of failures.
This paper presents approaches for auditing the mapping of
virtual resources to physical resources while preserving corporate
confidentiality of the cloud providers. We also make sure that
the resulting auditing information is useful for a later root
cause analysis. Our research concludes that statistical binding
and computational hiding commitment schemes are a suitable
solution. Moreover, our approach enables a trusted third party
to perform audits on behalf of tenants.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is not only a major recent trend in the IT
industry, it has also started to revolutionize the way enterprises
create and deliver their IT solutions. As more sectors use
cloud-based services in their computing environments, the
Critical Infrastructure (CI) sector will likely also adopt this
approach for some of its services. This trend is confirmed
by the fact that telecommunication providers are currently
considering to move telecommunications functions into the
cloud, e.g., the ETSI ISG NFV (Industry Specification Group
– Network Functions Virtualization) was formed in 2013 with
the purpose of developing pre-standards. Anticipated advantages for running CI services in the cloud range from cost
reductions and increased flexibility to new ways for improving
the resilience and availability of the CI, e.g., through the use
of abundant virtual resources. Running IT services for CI in
the (public/community/hybrid) cloud implies several security
and resilience requirements that existing cloud offerings do not
address well. Due to the opacity of cloud environments (e.g.,
actual location of virtual machines or stored data), the risks
of deploying cloud-based CI services are difficult to assess,
especially at the technical level, but also from legal or business
perspectives. Existing security measures do not address related
important issues (e.g., risk, trust, and resilience), resulting
in uncertainty for operators and manufacturers of critical
infrastructure IT systems. Moreover, the general need for extra
measures to increase trust and accountability in clouds is also
stipulated by others [1], [2], [3].
Additionally, the CI sector characterized strict regulatory
constraints often originating from legal requirements for liability. This results, for example, in a need for technical means
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to support evidence and data protection laws. In case of a
failure of CI services, a Root Cause Analysis (RCA) should
provide evidence who is liable for this failure. In some cases
legal requirements need that CI service providers – now being
cloud users – must assure the compliance with specific policies
even if their services are running inside a cloud. From a legal
point of view, trusting the Cloud Infrastructure Provider (CIP)
to adhere to negotiated requirements is not sufficient in many
cases. Thus, the CI service provider must have the possibility
to assure himself by independently gathering evidence or
performing audits for the cloud infrastructure. This demand
is in contrast to the CIP’s objectives of keeping operational
practices and details about the cloud infrastructure confidential
as well as to have the freedom and flexibility in managing
cloud resources.
In this paper we present mechanisms that allow to verify the cloud infrastructure provider’s adherence to some
agreed policies (e.g., virtual resource anti-affinity) that play
an important role for CI services without sacrificing a cloud
infrastructure provider’s corporate confidentiality.
A. SECCRIT architectural framework
Before describing the approach in detail it is necessary to
clarify the roles, concerns, and responsibilities of the involved
stakeholders by using an architectural framework developed
within the SECCRIT project [4], [5]. An analysis of existing
architectural frameworks from the viewpoint of a CI service
provider showed that most of them assume a rather monolithic
role of the “Cloud Service Provider”, whereas it is identified
the need for applying a more precise role distinction of stakeholders in this context, motivated by liability questions. Many
existing architectural models do not offer a clear separation
of administrative concerns, lack of support for additional
monitoring/metering capabilities and interfaces required for
running CI services in cloud environments.
Consequently, Fig. 1 shows different levels of abstraction
that we need to distinguish. The different abstraction levels
correspond to different stakeholders and their view on the
managed resources. Most existing architectures concentrate
on the provisioning of resources at the Cloud Infrastructure
level, i.e., how to provide and manage cloud resources within
a data center. A more overarching view covering different
levels and stakeholders is needed: At the top level, i.e. User
Level, we have the CI Service User who remotely accesses
the CI Service. The next lower level is controlled by the CI
Service Provider who manages the resources at the Service
Level. The CI Service is composed of several components
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Fig. 1. Different considered abstraction levels within the SECCRIT architectural framework

that interact with each other in order to provide the actual
service. The service components are instantiated on the virtual
infrastructure that is provided by the next lower level. The
Tenant Infrastructure Level provides a virtual infrastructure
that consists of virtual compute, virtual storage, and virtual
network resources. We distinguish this stakeholder from the
service provider since they may be separate organizations.
Several such tenants are typically hosted within one Cloud
Infrastructure, which is the next lower level. The Tenant
Infrastructure Provider (TIP) is not aware of what services and
applications are running inside his virtual infrastructure. The
Physical Cloud Infrastructure Level at the bottom level provides real physical compute, storage, and network resources,
which are hosted in a data center and administered by the CIP.
This level usually provides virtual resources to its upper level,
i.e., the tenant. The virtualization solution usually provides
(a certain degree of) isolation between the different tenants
that are multiplexed onto the same physical infrastructure
and thus permits the sharing of resources. For increasing
the resource efficiency or performing maintenance tasks, the
CIP can usually transparently move virtual resources across
its physical infrastructure, unnoticed by the tenant. However,
for a tenant it would be helpful to obtain evidence about
such migrations in case that they entail a service failure or
a violation of a non-functional constraint.
It should be noted that multiple stakeholder roles may
sometimes be realized by the same organization. Moreover,
we need several different views within the framework suitable
to focus on specific aspects that need to be investigated. Those
additional views are explained in a recently published whitepaper [5], which also contains a more detailed discussion
of legal aspects, a gap analysis, and also examples of how
to map existing cloud virtualization platforms into the architectural framework. In SECCRIT we consider the CIP as
being trustworthy in the sense that he will not attack his own
customers, i.e., tenants. Since the CIP has unfettered access
to all physical and virtual resources, he has absolute control
over all data and resources of all tenants. While other projects
like TClouds [6] considered how to increase trust to cloud
platforms, we do not assume that the CIP performs malicious
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The previous section motivated that it is necessary to
develop techniques which are helping TIPs to get a more
detailed view on their virtual environment that is run by the
CIP. Such a detailed view is essential for auditing purposes
that the tenant is interested or legally obliged in. A further
requirement is that the auditing information must contain
enough evidence to be used in court or for an RCA. Therefore,
the obtained information from audits should not be changeable
in retrospect. Finally, the information provided by a CIP to
TIP should of course not disclose any confidential business
information such as information about other tenants or about
the CIP’s operational practices. We want to keep open the
possibility to transfer the auditing process to a Trusted Third
Party (TTP) which could act on behalf of a tenant. In this case
the tenant is relieved from supervising the auditing process.
In this paper we are focusing on scenarios in which the TIP
is particularly interested in affinity or anti-affinity constraints
(e.g., physical host affinity, firewall rules, security posture).
For example, we assume that the TIP wants to check if two
virtual resources are not placed onto the same physical cloud
node. Anti-affinity could be useful, besides legal requirements,
if two virtual resources should be used in a high-availability
scenario. We consider that this requirement must be auditable
in a way such that the resulting information is usable for a
later RCA, is non-repudiable while keeping corporate confidentiality. Additionally, it should be possible to transfer this
procedure to a TTP as auditor.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

There exists a lot of work related to Cloud Computing
in similar areas like trust, auditing, monitoring, and RCA.
Nevertheless, no current solution enhances transparency of
virtual resource location and protects private information of
a CIP at the same time.
A. Trust Framework for Cloud Computing
Ko et al. [8] describe a framework to raise trust and
accountability in cloud scenarios for tenants. Their framework
is divided into abstraction levels which are called workflow
layer, data layer, system layer, policies and law & regulations.
They propose to use detective approaches that help tenants
to detect Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations. These
approaches are less invasive as preventive solutions, since only
detection mechanisms are needed and no interception has to be
done. Furthermore, the authors argue that post-mortem analysis
is as important as real-time approaches are. Overall, they focus
on post-mortem analysis of log information and stored pieces
and not on run-time checking of SLA guarantees.
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Therefore, their paper shows a way to enhance trust for
could computing by enabling a post-mortem analysis of stored
information that is an essential precondition to run an RCA.
For this reason, we agree that it is very important to store
information in a proper way so that a post-mortem analysis is
meaningful. Nevertheless, the approach is not focusing on realtime auditing of requirements like affinity or anti-affinity of
virtual resources. Moreover, our approach focuses on auditing
requirements and allows for using the results in a later RCA.
B. CloudTrust Protocol
Another work which is relevant for our publication is the
CloudTrust Protocol (CTP) from the Cloud Security Alliance
[9], first described in [10]. Focus of this approach is to develop
a protocol that enhances trust in cloud scenarios. They claim
that digital trust can only be achieved by eliminating the lack
of transparency in cloud computing. Therefore, they introduce
a protocol that enables tenants to ask CIPs about the configuration, vulnerability, access, authorization, policy, accountability,
anchoring, and operating status condition of their virtual resources. The CTP includes elements of transparency which are
identity/session, configuration, vulnerability, anchoring, audit
log, service management, users & permissions, configurations,
and quotas. CTP describe how to ask about an element of
transparency, how to package the answer, and defines the data
format and interfaces.
However, the CTP itself describes no implementation of
functions that should be supported. Moreover, it is assumed
that to check affinity or anti-affinity the concrete mapping
of virtual resources has to be disclosed. The only proposed
alternative is that the CIP itself checks the requirements and
returns if they are fulfilled or not. The CTP approach does
not consider whether the return values are authentic enough
for an RCA or a debate in court. Therefore, we introduce in
our paper an implementation possibility to allow checking the
affinity or anti-affinity conditions while keeping the possibility
to run a post-mortem RCA.
C. Cloud Audits
An approach of Bryan Ford et al. [11] tries to audit
cloud reliability while preserving private information of the
CIP. This is very useful because replication itself does not
guarantee reliability. Virtual resources must additionally be
structural redundant in order to guarantee reliability so that
underlying hardware is independent from each other. The core
idea of their paper is to generate dependency fault trees of
infrastructural components such as power supplies. Such fault
trees are customized with a secure multi-party computation
technique [12] so that no private information of the CIP is
included in these trees. But these fault trees contain enough
information so that the tenant can identify weak points of
structural dependencies. In this manner tenants could check
the reliability guarantees of their multi-provider cloud setup
without gaining sensitive information of the CIP. However, this
solution only applies to fault trees of structural dependencies
and common multi-provider setup but is not applicable to
location requirements of virtual resources. Nevertheless, the
idea to protect business secrets of the CIP while simultaneously
enabling tenants to verify the fulfillment of their requirements
is similar to our main objective.
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Other solutions try to verify that the CIP stores the mission
data correctly and tracing and logging all significant events.
Kan Yang et al. gives a good overview of existing techniques
and challenges [13]. Unresolved problems in this area are
how to audit dynamic data and how to design the auditing
process efficiently. Several approaches consider a third party
auditor to perform audits on behalf of tenants. Data privacy
is of particular importance in this context. Cong Wang et al.
[14] address this problem and consider communication and
computational overhead in their approach. During the whole
auditing process the TPA would not get any knowledge about
the data content stored in the cloud. Instead of using encryption
and transferring the data to the third party auditor they are
using a homomorphic linear authenticator [15] which enables
the TPA to perform auditing without demanding a local copy of
the data and without any knowledge of the data. The auditor
only checks if the confidential data is stored properly. The
focus is on solutions that verify the fulfillment of tenants’ requirements in a cloud environment without disclosing business
secrets of the CIP. These techniques are a great way to enhance
transparency of cloud computing.
Nevertheless, all solutions introduce the idea of noninvasive auditing cloud environments and aim at ensuring
corporate confidentiality. However, these techniques cannot be
used to audit affinity or anti-affinity without disclosing unwanted information. Additionally, the focus on non-repudiation
and later RCA is missing in those papers. Our paper is focusing
on these aspects and tries to achieve both: real-time auditing
of requirements and the possibility to use the results for RCA
or in a court, which includes non-repudiation.
III.

M APPING BETWEEN V IRTUAL R ESOURCE AND
P HYSICAL N ODES

In order to make the location of virtual resources somewhat
transparent for tenants while preserving corporate confidentiality (about operational practices available resources and so
on), a mapping between virtual resources and physical nodes
is needed. A tenant gets identifiers vi for his virtual resources
from the CIP in order to control and manage them in the tenant
infrastructure management system. The tenant infrastructure
operator would like to verify that the mapping of a virtual
resource vi to a physical resource p, is conforming to the
constraints. For instance, if p, q are unique identifiers for physical resources, then a tenant may want to check whether the
mapping for two virtual machines vi , vj holds an anti-affinity
condition, such as if (vi , p) then (vj , q) with vi 6= vj ∧ p 6= q.
Moreover, neither the CIP wants to expose details about the
used physical infrastructure nor the tenant is interested in the
particular mapping, but rather in verification of the specified
constraints. On the one hand, the CIP usually wants to be
free in his decision about when, how, and where to migrate
virtual resources between physical hosts. On the other hand,
the tenant does not care about migration actions as long as
they do not lead to service failures or violations of availability
constraints. Thus, for instance in case of a service failure at
point in time t, a tenant in possession of a mapping at time t
has got an evidence that a root cause for the failure is related
to a migration action of the CIP that violated given constraints.
Some unwanted private information of the CIP could leak if
physical identifiers are exposed to the tenant. For instance, ten-
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ants could be able to identify concrete physical hosts with this
identifier and could observe migration behavior or calculate the
amount of used or available physical hosts. Similarly unwanted
is that if tenants could correlate this identifier with other
tenants checking whether their virtual resources run on the
same hardware as their competitor’s virtual resources do. This
information is very useful for launching attacks against these
competitor resources, e.g., in so-called side-channel attacks
[16]. Though we assume that the CIP is trustworthy and not
acting maliciously against its tenants, we want to make sure
that the evidence that a tenant gathers is also trustworthy and
credible. Therefore, we conclude that a solution is needed that
allows a tenant to check conditions about resource mappings
under the following constraints:
•

on-demand and run-time checking of mapping conditions — the tenant should have the possibility to
check the fulfillment of agreed mapping conditions at
any time.

•

authenticity and non-repudiation of the mapping —
the mapping should be authentic in the sense that the
CIP cannot deny the existence of a particular mapping
(v, p) at point in time t or change it afterwards, e.g.,
stating that it actually was (v, q) at t.

•

avoid unnecessary disclosure of physical resource
topology and characteristics, about other tenant resources, operational practices and so on.

•

possibility to transfer auditing process to a TTP so that
the tenant itself is not involved in auditing or storing
information.

Consequently, the CIP needs to provide management interface functions that allow the exchange of such information
on demand. Moreover, mappings like (v, p) between virtual
resource v and physical node p must be authenticated and
protected against later manipulation. Additionally, the physical
identifier must be designed in such a way that no private
information about the CIP and other tenants can be derived.

in time tCIP and the tenant cannot claim to have seen a
different mapping, e.g., (v, q) instead of (v, p). Moreover, we
assume that the CIP will provide the mapping information
correctly. Scenarios in which the CIP is acting maliciously
against its own tenants by forging mappings during run-time
are not considered in this paper. It is sufficient to assume
that a CIP that works according to current standards and is
under ongoing certification implies a sufficient level of trust.
For stronger assumptions trusted platform modules and other
techniques may be needed.
IV. D ESIGN OF N ON -D ISCLOSING AND
N ON -R EPUDIABLE P HYSICAL I DENTIFIERS
The physical identifier p of the tuple (v, p, tCIP ) should be
constructed in such a way that a tenant could compare it with
other own physical identifiers to audit affinity or anti-affinity
while preserving corporate confidentiality at the same time. It
is obvious that the physical ID cannot be a CIP globally unique
ID, because otherwise a tenant that came into possession of
a competitor’s physical ID could compare it with it’s own
resources identifiers. In this case the tenant could use or try to
deploy own virtual resources on the same physical host in order
to attack the physical host resources or the virtual resources
of the competitor. Moreover, a tenant could reconstruct the
migration strategy and the number of physical hosts a CIP
uses, because the ID would change for every migration. Both
the operational practices of the CIP and the total amount of
used physical hosts are business secrets that should not be
disclosed to tenants. Additionally, the physical ID must allow
to identify a certain physical host post-mortem for an RCA or
court debate.
A. Hashed Physical Identifiers

The non-repudiation requirement could be solved with current state of the art solutions for authentication like signing and
TTP timestamping with the help of a Time Stamping Authority
(TSA) [17]. For this paper we assume that an authenticated
mapping for a virtual resource consists of a CIP signed tuple
like (v, p, tCIP )sigCIP where tCIP stands for a CIP timestamp
of this mapping. Also the mapping contains a TSA timestamp
tTSA together with a signature (sigCIP, tTSA )sigTSA that binds
the CIP signature for the tuple (v, p, tCIP ) with the TSA
timestamp tTSA . That means the CIP signs the existence of
a mapping (v, p) at point in time tCIP . This signature sigCIP
is sent to the TSA that signs it together with its own timestamp
tTSA . The offset between both time bases should not be too
large, i.e., the difference between tCIP and tTSA should be
small in order to stay credible.

A common possibility is to generate pseudo physical
identifiers by using a hash function H(·). This hash function
should be unique per tenant, since otherwise tenants can
again correlate their physical identifiers with others and use
them for attacks. For this reason the hash function should
be enriched with a tenant specific identifier c. OpenStack
actually follows this approach, i.e., the keyed hash function
for physical IDs looks like H(p, c). Thus, instead of returning
the actual physical ID p, the CIP returns the result of the hash
function h := H(p, c) if asked by the tenant for the current
mapping of virtual resource v, resulting in a mapping tuple
(v, h, tCIP ) from a tenant point of view. If, for example the
virtual resource vx from tenant ca is placed on the physical
node py the mapping tuple should look like (vx , h1 , t1 ) in
which h1 stands for H(py , ca ) and t1 for the CIP timestamp. In
addition, the used hash function should satisfy some properties
like a cryptographic hash function does. These properties
are: efficiently to compute, deterministic, pre-image resistance,
second pre-image resistance and collision resistance [18].

These
authenticated
mappings
between
virtual
identifier, physical identifier and timestamp will be
provided by the CIP on request of a tenant. Given
<(v, p, tCIP )sigCIP , (sigCIP, tTSA )sigTSA > the tenant or
any other third party can verify the binding between the
mapping (v, p) and the point in time tCIP . Finally, the CIP
cannot repudiate the existence of the mapping (v, p) at point

Furthermore, the CIP has to save input values of the hash
function in such a way that an RCA could be performed later.
Similarly, the TIP has to save the mappings to supply the
information if it is needed for an RCA or in court. However,
per tenant hashes do not solve the problem satisfactorily.
Although the physical ID is hashed so that it can no longer be
compared with other tenants, it still contains information about
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the total number of physical hosts and migration strategy of
the CIP.
A remedy could be to use a kind of a nonce, which is
only valid for a short time period and to put this additional
information into the calculation of the hash value. We call
this epoch nonce e that should be valid for a short time
only (the epoch Te ), e.g., for a few minutes. During this
period this nonce is constantly hashed with the tenant and the
actual physical node identifier p like H(p, c, e). The nonce e
should be randomly chosen, must be stored by the CIP, and
disclosed to the tenant. If the tenant wants to check affinity
of virtual resources v1 and v2 , their pseudo physical IDs must
be requested within a short period of time, ideally within the
same epoch Te . Thus, it is achieved that the CIP uses the same
epoch nonce to generate the pseudo physical IDs. In this case
H(p1 , ca , ex ) and H(p2 , ca , ex ) are comparable, because the
epoch nonce ex is the same. If p1 and p2 are identical then both
hash values are same. But if the epoch nonce changed, then
hash values H(p3 , ca , ex ) and H(p4 , ca , ey ) are incomparable.
Consequently, if a tenant asks for the pseudo physical IDs of
virtual resources v1 and v2 the CIP should provide not only
pseudo IDs, but also the used epoch nonces.
The problem with this system is that the epoch Te must
be large enough that a tenant could sent his request but small
enough that he could not request the whole physical identifiers
of all virtual resources. An obvious modification solves this
problem. Instead of using epoch nonces the CIP could use
random request nonces n. Now, the customer must request
all candidates for which the physical IDs are needed at once.
For each request the CIP could use a new random request
nonce and put it in the calculation of the hash values. For
example a tenant could request the physical IDs of two virtual
resources, the CIP chooses a random nonce n and calculates
the identifiers H(p1 , ca , n) and H(p2 , ca , n). For tenants it
is impossible to compare identifiers from different requests.
Thus, migrations are now undetectable, but a tenant is still in
a position to count per request all underlying physical nodes,
because per request the same random nonce is injected into the
hash functions. Moreover, the CIP has to store all information
that was used to calculate the hash values so that he could
prove authenticity of the hash values in a post-mortem analysis.
Finally, a cryptographic hash function never fully protects
against extraction of any useful information from the hash
values about the original message. Imagine a hash function
that is keeping specific bits of a message in the resulting hash
value. There is no guarantee for perfectly hiding the hashed
information. Only typical one-way function guarantees like
computational difficulty of complete inversion can be achieved.
In other words, it is possible that parts of the hashed information are leaking from the hash value even if the hash function
is a strong cryptographic hash function. Therefore, a hash
function should deterministically and efficiently computable
and behave as much as possible like a random function [19].
A current state-of-the-art candidate for such a hash function is
the SHA-3 winner called Keccak [20] that is currently assessed
as being secure enough to protect all digits of a hashed value.
B. Committed Physical Identifiers
Commitments must satisfy two properties: hiding and
binding of the committed value. Whereby one property could
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be achieved with perfectly statistical strength and the other
only with computational strength. However, one can choose
which requirement is to fulfill with which strength. The
difference to hash functions is that hiding means here that
it is difficult to gather any useful information from values,
whereas binding means that the archetype of a commitment
is unique. Another great advantage is that per default blobs
(i.e., committed values) are enriched with fresh randomness.
Basically, a commitment scheme could be constructed from a
one-way function, hash function, or encryption scheme.
1) Perfect Hiding – Computational Binding: A commitment scheme that offers perfect hiding and computational
binding of committed values are Pedersen commitments [21].
Their binding property is based upon the discrete logarithm
assumption. For this scheme a cyclic group G and two generators g and h are needed. The assumption holds that the discrete
logarithm of h to the base g is computational difficult, which
means practically unfeasible. If the CIP wants to commit a
mapping of a virtual resource v to a specific physical node ID
p he has to choose a random value r and calculates the blob
b := commit(p, r) := g p ·hr . If, once necessary, the committed
value could be disclosed by providing p and r for example
unveil(b) := p, r. The security of this scheme depends on the
hiding and binding properties. In this example no adversary
(i.e. tenant) could compute the physical identifier from a blob.
The CIP could not forge another value into the blob without
solving the difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem.
Mappings between virtual resources and physical identifiers are now constructed with the help of commitments. In a
first step the CIP has to generate blobs for physical node IDs
where the virtual resources reside on. If for example virtual
resource v is on physical node p the commitment to this value
should look like b := commit(p, r) := g p · hr whereby r is a
random nonce. This blob is now substituted into the mapping
tuple like (v, b, tCIP ). At a later time, the tenant can request
unveiling the blob through the CIP. The CIP has then to provide
p and r to prove the original content of the commitment. Only
with negligible probability he is able to provide wrong values
that match the blob.
It is possible to use this commitment scheme to solve the
problem with the physical IDs like keeping corporate confidentiality while still having the opportunity to check affinity
or anti-affinity of these identifiers. The private information of
the CIP is well protected, because a tenant could not get any
useful information out of a blob (committed value) as long as
it is not disclosed; this is guaranteed through the perfect hiding
property. The disadvantage is that the values committed into
blobs are no longer directly comparable, because this could be
a useful information that is protected by the hiding property.
Therefore, a mechanism is needed that can assess anti- or
affinity of committed values in blobs. The hiding property has
to be given up a little bit.
With Pedersen commitments it is simple to show affinity using the masking property of this scheme. Masking of
Pedersen means that there is a easy way to compute a new
commitment on the same value as previous one. The first
commitment on a value would be calculated as described above
b1 := commit(p, r1 ) := g p · hr1 . If a second commitment
should be created on the same value, the original commitment
is enriched with fresh randomness r2 like b2 := b1 · hr2 =
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g p · hr1 · hr2 = g p · hr1 +r2 . Therefore, b1 and b2 are blobs on
the same committed value p1 . If the CIP wants to prove that to
the TIP, he has to disclose r2 . The TIP itself could then check
?
if b2 = b1 · hr2 . If this condition holds, both blobs contain the
same value p1 . The TIP learns nothing about the content of
the commitments except affinity if they are affine and if and
only if the CIP provides the correct r2 .
The second requirement, anti-affinity of two blobs is a
bit more difficult to prove. Therefore, it is only conceptually
shown in this paper. But the requirement is basically provable
with a set of non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs.
In principle one has to show that for the division of two
commitments D := bb12 = g p1 −p2 · hr1 −r2 an i exists so that
the result of the division to the power of i is of the form
i
Di = (g p1 −p2 · hr1 −r2 ) = g 1 · h(r1 −r2 )·i . It is sufficient to
prove the existence of an i (being an inverse multiplicative
element for p1 −p2 ) through an NIZK proof of knowledge that
keeps the i secret. It is obvious that such an i could not exist if
p1 and p2 are identical. In such a case the difference is 0 and
thus (g p1 −p2 · hr1 −r2 )i = 1 · h(r1 −r2 )·i 6= g 1 · h(r1 −r2 )·i holds.
The technique of Abe et. al [22] is one possibility to proof the
multiplication of commited values. Therefore, the CIP has to
proof that he is able to open a commitment Dk ·hl that is using
the difference D as g and that the same commitment opens to
the value g 1 ·hr∗ if using g instead of D. Therefore, only if the
physical IDs are different, a proper proof could be provided
by the CIP. A thorough mathematical sound computational
complexity investigation is left as future work.
Nevertheless, by using commitments it is possible to audit
(anti-)affinity of virtual resources while completely protecting company secrets. Additionally, the blobs contain enough
information for a post-mortem RCA or a debate in court.
Solely combinatorial information about the CIP’s resource
setup could leak like number of simultaneously used physical
hosts. But it is impossible to learn migration strategies, to
gather information about other operational practices of the
CIP, or to count the total amount of used physical hosts. The
amount of information CIP and TIP have to save should be
reduced. Usually, the CIP has to save all inputs and outputs
of the commitment functions and the TIP has to save the
mappings. Unfortunately, if a TTP should perform auditing,
all this information has to be transferred to this party. Finally,
it is worse if the binding property has only computational
strength, because a CIP has a lot of computing resources and
may be able to try forging a commitment. The hiding property
is, however, perfectly statistical and a tenant has less resources
available, too.
2) Computational Hiding – Perfect Binding: As mentioned
before, it would be much better if the properties were the other
way round so that the commitment scheme is computational
hiding and perfect binding. Such a scheme is unforgeable
for the CIP and securely hiding if the TIP has no huge
computational power. A further advantage is that it is possible
to put a trapdoor into the scheme so that a TTP with knowledge
of the trapdoor could break the hiding property. Besides that by
using the trapdoor it is no longer necessary to save all inputs
to unveil the commitments, since knowledge of the trapdoor
is sufficient to solve this. However, one must be careful that
the tenant does not get hold of the trapdoor information.
One commitment scheme which offers all these properties
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is the ElGamal commitment scheme, which is a modification
of the ElGamal encryption scheme [23]. It is very similar to
the above-introduced scheme from Pedersen, but with reverse
characteristics and a built-in trapdoor to break the hiding
property. The hiding property is based on assumptions about
the difficulty of discrete logarithms and on the Diffie-Hellman
assumption as ElGamal encryption scheme is [24]. It is obvious
to choose a strong variant. The binding property therefore is
perfectly statistical. The ElGamal commitment scheme is based
on a cyclic group G and a generator g. A second generator h
is created with a random secret x like h := g x . In the case that
a TTP should be able to open commitments, the secret x has
to be transferred to this party. It would be even better if the
TTP sets the scheme up and transfers only G, g, and h to the
CIP while keeping the secret x. The CIP can therefore commit
to physical IDs very similarly as in the previously described
Pedersen commitment scheme.
First, he has to choose a random nonce r. Then he
calculates a part of the blob z2 := commit(p, r) := g p · hr =
r
g p · (g x ) = g p · g x·r , whereby p is the physical identifier
and r a random nonce. Additionally, he has to calculate the
second part of the commitment called z1 that contains special
information for using the trapdoor z1 := g r . The trapdoor is
very similar to a Diffie-Hellman key exchange on which the
ElGamal encryption scheme is based [25]. Both parts z1 and
z2 form the blob b := (z1 , z2 ). This blob b for a physical
identifier p of a virtual resource v is placed into the mapping
as described above in the Pedersen example like (v, b, tCIP ).
This mapping will be transferred to the requesting tenant. If
now the need arises to reveal the commitment in retrospect,
the CIP could provide the stored p and r to prove the content
of the blob, while only using the second part of the blob z2 .
Verification is done in the same way as described for Pedersen
commitments. However, the commitment can be unveiled via
a second way using the trapdoor, which at best is only known
to a TTP. To open the blob with the trapdoor x one has
to take the first part z1 := g r of the commitment and to
calculate s := (z1 )x = (g r )x = g r·x . After that it is possible
to calculate the content
of the commitment from the second
p x·r
part like zs2 = g g·g
= g p . Consequently, the committed
r·x
value p is not directly returned, but only g p . To solve this
problem the CIP has to provide a mapping table from physical
identifiers p to g p . This additional transfer mapping could be
also stored on a TTP like the trapdoor x. In this manner no
additional information except the secret key x and the transfer
mapping has to be stored to open a commitment or to prove
containing content. Note that now the binding property is
perfectly statistical, because with knowledge of the secret x
the provided values p and r could be verified. The CIP could
not forge later another physical identifier into a commitment.
Affinity of two committed physical identifiers could be
shown as described for Pedersen commitments by using the
masking property. So if (z1 , z2 ) and (z3 , z4 ) should be shown
as being identical commitments on same physical identifiers,
the CIP has to provide a r∗ which is the transition from z2
to z4 like z4 = z2 · g r∗ . Note that he used this r∗ originally
to calculate the commitments. Anti-affinity of the content of
two blobs should be shown in the same way as for Pedersen
commitments by providing a set of NIZK proof that an i exists
that will transform ( zz42 )i to g · h(r1 −r2 )·i , which is impossible
if p1 and p2 are equal.
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C ONCLUSION

[6]

This paper closes the gap that arises from the fact that tenants operating CI services in a cloud environment want a more
transparent view while CIPs want to keep their business secrets
and to protect other tenants. More specifically, an approach is
needed that allows for auditing the virtual to physical resource
mapping while preserving corporate confidentiality and possibilities for a later RCA. We presented a way for achieving nonrepudiation, evidence gathering for post-mortem analysis, and
non-disclosing audits for virtual resource mapping. Tenants are
now able to check the fulfillment of some of their requirements
without getting knowledge of the concrete cloud set-up. We
investigated different solutions like using hash functions or
commitment schemes. At this point, we propose to overcome
the gap by using a strong computational hiding and perfect statistical binding scheme based on ElGamal commitments. The
latter also allows to source out the RCA to a TTP. In addition to
that we showed that this auditing information is protected from
manipulation and should be strong enough to serve as evidence
in a court debate. Finally, it is very important that resulting
auditing information can be unveiled to a concrete structure.
By applying modern cryptography like commitment schemes
it is possible to enhance transparency in cloud scenarios while
considering tenant and cloud provider needs. Furthermore, our
technique is also applicable for various scenarios in which a
CIP has to convince a TIP that something (e.g., physical host
affinity, firewall rules, security posture) is equal or different at
a given time or at various points in time – without actually
disclosing specific values.

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

Currently, we are implementing the proposed scheme in
a Transparency-as-a-Service Framework to get some performance measurements. First preliminary evaluations on a common laptop have shown that ElGamal commitments with nearterm security (AES-128 [26]) are in the range of 2 ms and the
(anti-)affinity checks are each in the range of 5 ms indicating
an acceptable speed for a viable solution.
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